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STATE OF WISCONSIN

-VS-

Leann L Leszynski
2113 Barton Ave #11
West Bend, Wl 53090
DOB: 0410211987
Sex/Race: FA/ú

Justin J Streicher
2113 Barton Ave #11
West Bend, Wl 53090
DOB: 0911011987
Sex/Race: MA/V

Circuit Court

Plaintiff,
DA Case No.: 2012WA001274
Assigned DA/ADA' Mark D. Bensen
Agency Case No.: 12-14278W8PD

Court Case No.:

Timothy Dehring, of the West Bend Police Department, being first duly sworn, states that:

Count 1: CHILD NEGLECT RESULTING lN DEATH - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME
(As to defendants Leann L Leszynski and.lu$!!-Jjggi@

The above-named defendants on or between April 1 , 2012, and May 1, 2012, in the City of
West Bend, Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, being a person

responsible for the welfare of a child, through their failure to act, did intentionally contribute

to the neglect of a child, resulting in the death of the child, contrary to sec. 948.21(1Xd),
g3g.So(3)id), 939.05 Wis. Stats., a Class D Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not

more than One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than

twenty five (25) years, or both.

Gount 2: MAINTAINING A DRUG TRAFFICKING PLACE - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A
CRIME (As to defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or between February 1, 2012, and May 1 , 2012, in the

City of West Bend, Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did maintain a

dwelling which is used for delivering controlled substances in violation of chapter 961 Wis.

Stats., óontrary to sec. 961.42(1), 939.50(3Xi), 939.05 Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and

upon conviction may be fined not more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or

imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) months, or both,

Washington County

Court Case No.:

Defendants, Criminal
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STATE OF WISCONSIN - VS - Justin J Streicher, Leann L Leszynski

Count 3: POSSESSION OF NARCOTIC DRUGS - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME (As

to defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or about May 1 , 2012, in the City of West Bend,

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess heroin, a

Schedule I or Schedule ll narcotic substance, contrary to sec. 961.41(39)(am),
939.50(3Xi), 939.05 Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not
more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years

and six (6) months, or both.

Count 4: POSSESS¡ON OF NARCOTIC DRUGS - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME (As

to defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or about May 1, 2012, in the City of West Bend,

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess oxycodone, a
Schedule lor Schedule ll narcotic substance, contrary to sec.961.41(39)(am),
939.50(3)(i), 939.05 Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not
more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years

and six (6) months, or both.

Count 5: POSSESSION OF COCAINE - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME (As to
defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or about May 1, 2012, in the City of West Bend,

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess a controlled
substance, cocaine, contrary to sec. 961.41(3gXc), 961.41(3gXc), 939.05 Wis. Stats., a
Misdemeanor, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Five Thousand Dollars
($5,000¡, and may be imprisoned for not more than one (1) year in the county jail.

Count 6: POSSESSION OF TETRAHYDROCANNABINOLS (THC) - PTAC' AS A
PARTY TO A CRIME (As to defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicherl

The above-named defendants on or about May 1 , 2012, in the City of West Bend,

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess a controlled
substance, Tetrahydrocannabinols (THC), contrary to sec. 961.41(3gxe), 961.41(3gXe),
939.05 Wis. Stats., a Misdemeanor, and upon conviction may be fined not more than One
Thousand Dollars ($1,000), or imprisoned for not more than six (6) months, or both.

Count 7: POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A
CRIME (As to defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or about May 1 , 2012, in the City of West Bend,

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess with primary

intent to use, paper tubes to inhale a controlled substance, contrary to sec. 961,573(1),
961.573(1),939.05 Wis. Stats., a Misdemeanor, and upon conviction may be fined not
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more than Five Hundred Dollars ($5OO¡, or impr¡soned for not more than thirty (30) days, or
both.

Gount 8: POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNAL¡A - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A
CRIME (As to defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicherl

The above-named defendants on or about May 1 , 2012, in the City of West Bend,

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess w¡th primary

intent to use, a glass pipe to inhale a controlled substance, contrary to sec. 961.573(1),
961.573(1), 939.05 Wis. Stats., a Misdemeanor, and upon conviction may be fined not

more than Five Hundred Dollars ($500), or imprisoned for not more than thirty (30) days, or
both.

PROBABLE CAUSE:
Complainant prays that said defendant be dealt with according to law. The basis for the
complainant's charge of such offense is he is a Lieutenant with the City of West Bend

Police Department and bases his information upon his review of the official police reports
prepared by officers of the City of West Bend Police Department, his own personal

knowledge, his review of his own police reports in this matter, his review of statement of
various citizen witnesses, and his review of statements and reports prepared by the
Washington County Medical Examiner and the Waukesha County Medical Examiner.

Oriqin of lnvestiqation

Your complainant is aware that on 05101112, at approximately 09:23 â.ffi., Angela

Mangold, the Office Manager for Dr. Michael Mangold's Clinic (located in West Bend,

Wiscônsin), who is a citizen witness whom your complainant believes is truthful and

reliable, contacted the West Bend Police Department to report receiving a phone call from
patient Leann Leszynski (one of the above named defendants) in which she made

statements about her child, (HJK, dob 1 1nrcq being "unresponsive"'

According to the official police report prepared by City of West Bend Police Officer Steven

Seitz on May 1, 2012, he met with Erin Colella, a medical assistant at the office of Dr.

Mangold, who is a citizen-witness whom your complainant believes is truthful and reliable
who indicated that earlier on May 1, 2012, at approximately 9:08 a.m. she received a

telephone call from a female from telephone number with last three digits "616." Ms.

Colella indicated that the caller sounded like she was or had been crying and that the

caller identified herself as Leann Leszynski (one of the above-named defendants). Ms.

Colella stated thatdefendant Leszynski stated that she had an appointment at 10:30 a.m.

and was not going to be able to make it in. Ms. Colella stated that defendant Leszynski

then asked if they could call in her medication. Ms. Colella stated that she told defendant
Leszynski that they could not call in a controlled substance and she asked defendant
Leszynski why she could not make her appointment. Ms. Colella stated that defendant
Leszynski replied hysterically that her daughter had died. Ms. Colella stated that

defendant Leszynski stated to her, "l woke up this morning and went in by her and she

must have stopped breathing or something; Haley [HJK, dob 11nl08l is dead; my
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daughter is dead." Ms. Colella stated that she asked defendant Leszynski if she was okay
and if she was driving. Ms. Colella stated that defendant Leszynski replied, "Yes." Ms.
Colella stated that she told defendant Leszynski that she should not be driving under such
circumstances. Ms. Colella stated that defendant Leszynski then asked her again if there
was any way to call in her medication. Ms. Colella stated that she told defendant
Leszynski that she would put her on hold and would ask. Ms. Colella stated that she went
back to Angela Mangold, who is the office manager, and told her what was going on, and
that Ms. Mangold finished the conversation with defendant Leszynski.

Officer Seitz indicates that pursuant to his investigation of this matter, he spoke with
Angela Mangold, a citizen-witness whom your complainant believes is truthful and reliable,
who stated that in the morning of May 1,2012, Ms. Colella came back by her and stated
that "Haley" [HJK, dob 1 1nrcq is dead. Ms. Mangold stated that Ms. Colella told her that
defendant Leszynski was on the phone. Ms. Mangold stated that she told Ms. Colella that
she would take the call and stated that she spoke to defendant Leszynski. Ms. Mangold
stated that she asked defendant Leszynski what happened. Ms. Mangold stated that she
asked defendant Leszynski if she was at Children's Hospital and that defendant Leszynski
responded that she was at home. Ms. Mangold stated that she asked defendant
Leszynski what happened, when it happened, and if she dialed 911. Ms. Mangold stated
that defendant Leszynski responded that she found her (meaning HJK) this morning in her
bed and she was gone. Ms. Mangold stated that she asked defendant Leszynski when
was the last time she saw HJK, does HJK sleep alone, and are the paramedics there. Ms.
Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski responded that her phone was going to die and
that she had to hurry. Ms. Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski stated that she tucked
HJK in at 8:00 p.m. or 8:30 p.m. the preceding night (April 30, 2012) and that HJK sleeps
alone and was fine. Ms. Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski stated that the
paramedics had been there since 8:30 a.m. and are waiting for the "mourners" who want to
see her. Ms. Mangold stated that she asked defendant Leszynski if HJK was there, what
about the other girls and asked what they could do. Ms. Mangold stated that defendant
Leszynski responded by crying and stated that her phone was dying and that she had an

appointment. Ms. Mangold stated that she asked defendant Leszynski where HJK was
and that the phone then disconnected.

Ms. Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski then called back again and defendant
Leszynski stated that she needed her medicine. Ms. Mangold stated that she asked where
HJK was and if HJK was with her. Ms. Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski
responded by stating that "they" took her and that she did not know where. Ms. Mangold
stated that defendant Leszynski indicated that she needed to talk to the cops and they
want to do an autopsy and that she has to change her appointment and has to call the
schools. Ms. Mangold stated that she told defendant Leszynski that she has a lot to do
and that they can help her and she asked her what they can do, Ms. Mangold stated that
defendant Leszynski again asked if they could call in her medicine. Ms. Mangold stated
that she told defendant Leszynski that this was not permissible and that she wanted to
know that the girls were okay. Ms. Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski then stated
that she had to go and that her phone was going to die.

Leann L Lesrynski
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Officers on Scene

According to the official police report prepared by City of West Bend Police Officer Michael
Ribble on May 1,2012, at approximately 9:23 a.m. Officer Ribble was dispatched to 2113
Barton Ave. #11, City of West Bend, Washington County, Wisconsin , lor a report of an

unresponsive child at that location, based upon a phone call that the West Bend Police
Dispatch received from Ms. Mangold at Dr. Mangold's office. Your complainant is aware
that prior to Ms. Mangold contacting West Bend Police Dispatch, that no phone calls from
any other source (such as from defendant Leszynski or defendant Streicher) were received
by West Bend Police Dispatch.

Officer Ribble indicates that after numerous attempts to make contact at the apartment to
gain entry to the locked lobby, including attempting to summon the complex's manager,
Officer Ribble made telephone contact with defendant Leszynski and requested she meet
with him. Defendant Leszynski agreed to meet Officer Ribble at front door of the complex.
Upon identifying defendant Leszynski, Officer Ribble asked her about the telephone call to
Dr. Mangold's office. Officer Ribble indicates that defendant Leszynski acknowledged
making the calt. Defendant Leszynski did not volunteer any additional information. Officer
Ribble indicates that he asked defendant Leszynski if she found her daughter
unresponsive and she said she had. Officer Ribble asked defendant Leszynski if her
daughter was alive and defendant Leszynski shook her head and stated "no". Officer
Ribble indicated that defendant Leszynski stated that her other children, (EAK, dob
11111106 and LGK, dob 1118/08), had been taken by "someone" out of the apartment so

they "wouldn't have to see this".

Officer Ribble indicates that he was allowed into the apartment by defendant Leszynski
where he located Leszynski's live in boyfriend, Justin Streicher (one of the above named
defendants) in the apartment's bedroom. Officer Ribble indicates he observed a full size
mattress lying on the floor in the apartment's living room and observed a green bath towel
covering a "small shape" on the mattress. Officer Ribble indicates that he was advised by
defendant Leszynski that the shape was her daughter. Officer Ribble stated that defendant
Leszynski advised him that a clock had fallen on her daughter's head and injured her as
she laid on the couch next to the bed in the living room. Defendant Leszynski pointed out
an object on top of the kitchen cupboard as the "clock" that had fallen on her daughter,
Defendant Leszynski told Officer Ribble she found her daughter "as she was now" this
morning.

Officer Ribble indicated that he lifted the towel and observed a young female child (later
identified as HJK (dob 11-7-08)) with a bruised face and fluid coming out of her mouth.

Officer Ribble stated the child's face was discolored and did not exhibit any signs of life.

Based on Officer Ribble's assessment, he did not administer any lifesaving efforts on the
child and immediately established the apartment as a crime scene. Officer Ribble
removed defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher from the apartment and maintained
custody of the scene at the apartment's threshold while monitoring defendant Leszynski
and defendant Streicher in the hallway.
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Your complainant is further aware that defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher spoke
briefly with City of West Bend Police Detectives McCarthy and Grinwald in the hallway of
the apartment complex and identified themselves and the three children who lived with
them as EAK (dob 1 1l11tO6), LGK (dob 1117108) and HJK (dob 1 1n108). Both defendant
Leszynski and defendant Streicher identified the deceased child as HJK (dob 1117108).

Defendant Streicher advised Detective Grinwald the other children, EAK and LGK, were
"ok" and had been picked up by his mother, Dawn Streicher earlier in the morning.

Your complainant further bases his information on his review of the official police report
prepared by City of West Bend Police Offìcer Russell Petranech who indicates that on

May 1 , 2012, at approximately 9:51 a.m. he was assisting in the above-described
investigation and transported defendant Leszynski to the West Bend Police Department.
Officer Petranech indicates that after their arrival at the West Bend Police Department
defendant Leszynski stated without prompting or questioning, "This is all like a bad dream,
I can't believe this. lt fell and hit her in the head. I should have done something about it

two days ago. Then there was the mark. I knew I should have called a doctor. I should
have done something."

Your complainant further bases his information on his review of the official police report
prepared by City of West Bend Police Officer Brett Bergquist who assisted in the

investigation and transported defendant Streicher to the West Bend police department.
Prior to removing defendant Streicher from the apartment's hallway, defendant Streicher

advised Officer Bergquist that he woke at 6:00am and went to the kitchen to "make

chocolate milk" for the gírls as he does every morning. Defendant Streicher stated he

"checked on Haley" and found she was cold to the touch and had no pulse. Defendant

Streicher stated he waited "over half an hour" to tell Leszynski as he was "in shock".

Defendant Streicher stated after telling defendant Leszynski he called his mother, Dawn

Streicher, who came to the apartment and took EJK and LGK.

Your complainant is further aware that it was later determined by West Bend Detective

McCarthy and confirmed by West Bend Detective Grinwald via receipts and surveillance
video that defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher after Dawn Streicher took EJK

and LGK, they went to Hart Mobil (located in West Bend) to purchase cigarettes at 9:01

a.m. Hart Mobil's video showed defendant Streicher's vehicle leaving the parking lot at
9:08 a.m.

Your complainant further bases his information upon his review of the official police report
prepared by City of West Bend Police Detective Brian McAndrews who indicates that on

May 1,2012, at approximately 10:10 a.m, he was dispatched 1o2113 Barton Ave. #11 to
assist in the investigation of HJK. Detective McAndrews indicates that he examined the
HJK and found that she was obviously deceased with what appeared to be trauma to her
head and face. Detective McAndrews indicates that HJK was cold to the touch and he felt
the presence of rigor mortis in her extremities. Detective McAndrews indicates that HJK

appeared to have significant bruising present in the left side of her face/left eye and

indications of livor mortis on the left side of her face. Detective McAndrews indicates that

the child had what appeared to be blood draining from the area of her left ear and had
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bruising on her left shoulder. Detective McAndrews indicates that Washington County
Medical Examiners Kari Marquardt and Brian Koch responded to the residence, and at
11.27 a.m. Medical Examiner Brian Koch pronounced HJK deceased.

Detective McAndrews indicates that the child had what appeared to be something similar
to fingertip impression bruises on her right forearm and the child had what appeared to be

a handmade cloth bandage on her left pinky. Detective McAndrews indicates that HJK
had an open sore on her left upper leg.

Detective McAndrews indicates that there was a couch located next to the mattress in the
living room and there appeared to be dried blood stains on the back cushion located on the
side of the couch by the mattress and there appeared to be blood in other locations in the
residence.

Your complainant is further aware Medical Examiners Bob Posont, Kari Marquardt, and

Brian Koch conducted a preliminary examination of HJK's body. Medical Examiner Posont
stated he believed based on his examination that HJK had sustained substantial injuries to
her head. Posont stated HJK also had injuries on her arms and legs and had numerous
separate points of injury on her face and head. Your complainant is aware that HJK's
body was transported to the Waukesha County Medical Examiner's Office for autopsy.

Statements of Other Witnesses

Your complainant is fufther aware that City of West Bend Detective Lloyd made contact
with Dawn Streicher, a citizen witness whom your complainant believes is truthful and
reliabte, at her residence in West Bend, and Ms. Streicher confirmed she had custody of
EJK and LGK and that they were ok. Ms. Streicher advised Detective Lloyd that defendant
Leszynski is the girlfriend of her son, defendant Streicher, and that defendant Leszynski
contacted her via telephone at 7:30 a.m. (on May 1,2012) and said that HJK was
unresponsive and that defendant Leszynski needed Ms. Streicher to come to the
apartment to get the other two girls so that they didn't have to see this. Ms. Streicher said
that she told defendant Streicher that she would get there as soon as she could and she
estimated that it was approximately 8:30 a.m. when she arrived at the apartment complex
and was met in the parking lot by defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher and the

two other children - EAK and LGK. Ms. Streicher indicated that EAK told her "my sister
died", and Ms. Streicher gave EAK a hug. Ms, Streicher indicate that she loaded up the
two children, car seats and a bag of laundry and left. Ms. Streicher indicated that she did

not question how HJK died and somewhat assumed it was from a brain tumor that she
suffered the previous year. Ms. Streicher indicated that she did not go into the apartment
and did not see HJK. Ms. Streicher indicated to Detective Lloyd that defendant Leszynski
told her that she called the police and that they would call her sometime after lunch after
arrangements were made. Ms. Streicher also indicated that approximately one week prior

to the interview with Det Lloyd that defendant Leszynski told her that a picture had fallen
from the wall and hit HJK and that defendant Leszynski had put ice on it and HJK seemed
fine. Your complainant is aware that Detective Lloyd assisted the Human Service
Department with taking custody of EAK and LGK.
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Complainant further bases his information upon his review of the official police report
prepared by City of West Bend Police Officer Brett Bergquist who indicates that on May 1,

2012, he met with Nicholas Pingel, a citizen-witness whom your complainant believes is

truthful and reliable, who indicated that he is friends with defendant Streicher and

defendant Leszynski and that he had occasion to be at their apartment at 2113 Barton
Ave. on several occasions in the past. Mr. Pingel stated the last time that he was at the
residence was Saturday, April 28, 2012, al approximately 12:00 noon. Mr. Pingel stated
that he went over to defendant Streicher's apartment to ask for a cigarette and he stated

they went out to the hallway and smoked. Mr. Pingel stated that defendant Streicher said
he was going to take a nap. Mr. Pingel stated that this is not unusual for defendant
Streicher to take a nap in the middle of the afternoon as this is when the girls sleep. Mr.

Pingel stated that he was in the apartment and the twins (HJK and her twin sister) were
napping where they usually sleep, one on the couch and one on the bed in the living room.

Mr, Pingel stated that the one on the couch (HJK) had a big bruise on her face.

Mr. Pingel also indicated that he believed that on the preceding Monday (April 23,2012)
he went over to defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher's apartment in order to buy
some marijuana. Mr. Pingel stated that defendant Streicher told him that he was watching
the kids (including HJK) while defendant Leszynski was at an appointment. Mr. Pingel
stated that defendant Streicher then said, "Look what happened to [HJK]." Mr, Pingel
stated that he then walked over by the couch where HJK was laying and looked at her
face. Mr. Pingel stated that she was sleeping and had a big bruise on the side of her face.
Mr. Pingel stated that defendant Streicher told him that it was caused by a mirror or picture

that fell off the wall and hit her in the face. Mr. Pingel stated that the child's whole head
was one big bruise. Mr. Pingel stated that he told defendant Streicher that he should get

that checked out because he knew that she had brain surgery in the past. Mr, Pingel

stated that defendant Streicher stated that it was just a bruise. Mr. Pingel stated that he

had seen bruises on the child before but this time her whole face was bruised. Mr. Pingel

stated that defendant Streicher told him that he would talk to him again later but he did not
come over. Mr. Pingel stated that he tried getting a hold of defendant Streicher during the
week but defendant Streicher always had an excuse not to get together. Mr. Pingel stated
that he then saw defendant Streicher again on Saturday (April 28,2012). Mr. Pingel stated
that he recalled that the bruise was on the child's left side. Mr. Pingel stated that
defendant Streicher also told him not to mention anything about the bruise on HJK to
anyone or they would get the kids taken away.

lnjuries to HJK

Your complainant is further aware that on May 2,2012 an autopsy of HJK was performed

by Dr. Lynda Biedrzycki, a forensic pathologist, who is the Waukesha County Medical
Examiner, who contracts with the Washington County Medical Examiner's Office to
perform autopsies when needed, and which autopsy was attended by Detective
McAndrews.
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Complainant further bases his information upon his review of a preliminary report prepared
Dr. Biedrzycki with regard to the autopsy of HJK which indicated that HJK had blunt head
and neck injuries (including multiple contusions and abrasions to HJK's head, neck and
face, a subarachnoid hemorrhage, and a slight bilateral subdural hemorrhage); an injury to
HJK's left fifth finger which showed exposure of muscle and tendon and was a subacute
injury; multiple abrasions and contusions to HJK's body; and further, that HJK had positive
cultures in various parts of her body for Streptococcus Group A infection.

Your complainant is further aware that Dr. Biedrzycki, in a follow up report, indicated that
multiple autopsy culture sites were positive for Group A Streptococcus which were located
in HJK's blood, spleen, right lung, left eye, left middle ear, left forearm and brain. Dr.

Biedrzycki índicated that her preliminary review, based upon the current informatíon was
as follows:

. That HJK had an injury to the left fifth finger which caused a portal of entry for
Group A Streptococcus.

o That the Group A Streptococcus caused a necrotizing infection (also referred to as
a "flesh eating" infection) to the finger which spread to the left forearm causing
necrotizing fasciitis. Dr. Biedrzycki indicates that this infection presented a swelling,
discoloration and blistering to the left forearm. Further, the cultures for the left
forearm of HJK were positive for a Group A Streptococcus.

o That the Group A Streptococcus also caused infection to the left facial area of HJK
resulting in swelling, discoloration, blistering of the face and exudate in HJK's left
eye and ear.

o That the Group A Streptococcus caused a generalized infection in HJK, resulting in
positive cultures from the brain, lung, spleen, and blood.

. That the facial abrasion and / or eye are of HJK could be a portal of introduction of
Group A Streptococcus from the infected finger.

Dr. Biedrzycki furlher concluded that the Group A Streptococcus infection related to the
necrotic injury to HJK's left fifth finger was a substantial factor in the death of HJK. Dr.
Biedrzycki further indicated that the original appearance of HJK's left finger injury has been
altered by the tissue destruction associated with the Group A Streptococcus infection,

Your complainant is further aware from informatíon provided by Dr, Biedrzycki that Group
A Streptococcus is a serious medical condition which, if untreated, can be fatal.

Additional Statements of Defendant Streicher

Your complainant is further aware that for several hours on May 1, 2012, that defendant
Streicher provided numerous statements to various members of the City of West Bend
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Police Department, which statements your complainant believes are truthful and reliable as
they are statements against defendant Streicher's penal interest.

Detectives McAndrews and McCarthy interviewed Justin Streicher at the West Bend police
department. Defendant Streicher was advised of his rights, which he waived and agreed
to provide a statement. When questioned about the injuries to HJK's head, defendant
Streicher provided several different versions of injuries to HJK. When Detectives asked
defendant Streicher about the cut on HJK's pinky finger, Streicher stated he did not know
how HJK got the cut. Defendant Streicher stated to detectives that on Monday night (April
30,2012) he heard HJK call out "mommy!" and found her lying face down in the middle of
the living room. Defendant Streicher advised detectives that HJK was alive at that time
and he helped her back to bed. Defendant Streicher advised detectives he found HJK
deceased when he awoke Tuesday morning.

Defendant Streicher further stated he cares for the children (HJK, EAK and LGK) when
defendant Leszynski leaves the apartment, which she does on a regular basis. Defendant
Streicher stated he often prepares food and bottles for the girls; that the girls call him
"daddy"; and that he has participated in their discipline during the past two months that
they have been at the apartment. Defendant Streicher told Detective McCarthy that he
knew HJK's condition was worsening over the preceding weekend and believed they
should have sought medical attention, but acknowledged they had not because defendant
Leszynski did not want to be accused of child abuse.

ln the interview, Defendant Streicher admitted to illegal drug use and stated he had used
heroin on the preceding Friday (April 27, 2012) and that night was out on a heroin
"bender." Defendant Streicher admitted to locking HJK and defendant Leszynski's other
two children in a closet with handcuffs in the past. Defendant Streicher indicated that
defendant Leszynski told him that a picture fell on HJK on Friday/Saturday (April 27 - April
28, 2012') but he never saw it and had some doubt about the picture falling and hitting

HJK. Defendant Streicher stated that the bruise was only three days old and was getting
worse. Defendant Streicher stated that there was something wrong with HJK over the
weekend and that she was "slowing down." Defendant Streicher stated that HJK had
problems walking to the point they put a diaper on her and he said that the bruise was
getting worse and that there was blood coming from her eye and the eye was closing.

Defendant Streícher further stated that on May 1 , 2012, at approximately 6:00 a.m. he
found HJK dead and cleaned her up. Defendant Streicher admitted the blood on his pants
was HJK's blood. Defendant Streicher stated that he waited until 7:00 a.m. to have
defendant Leszynski check on HJK. Defendant Streicher admitted to going to a gas
station with defendant Leszynski and leaving HJK's dead body at the residence.

Additional Statements of Defendant Leszynski

Your complainant is further aware that for several hours on May 1, 2012, that defendant
Leszynski provided numerous statements to various members of the City of West Bend
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police Department, which statements your complainant believes are truthful and reliable as

they are statements against defendant Leszynski's penal interest.

Defendant Leszynski indicated that in February 2012, she took custody of her three

children (HJK, EÂK, and LGK). Defendant Leszynski stated approximately two years prior

her children were taken away from her after she took her daughter LGK to the doctor for
bruises and scratches.

Defendant Leszynski indicated that, with regard to injuries to HJK, that a "dolphin picture"

fell off the wall of the residence and struck HJK on the left side of her face late Friday

nighyearly Saturday morning (April 2TlApril 28, 2012). Defendant Leszynski stated that

thére "wai ¡ust a red mark,; no blood. Defendant Leszynski stated that she put an ice

pack on ¡t ánd sat up Íor 20 minutes because she knew sometimes with head injuries

þeople "go to sleep and don't wake up." Defendant Leszynski stated that on Saturday

inpi¡l 28:2012) there was a little bruise on HJK and HJK said her leg hurt. Defendant

Leszynski stated that she put a diaper on HJK because HJK was having trouble walking to

the bathroom. Defendant Leszynski stated that HJK was "normally" potty trained.

Defendant Leszynski stated that on Sunday (April 29,2012) the bruise to HJK was worse

and one of HJK's eyes was "closed shut."

Defendant Leszynski stated that throughout the weekend that Haley's injury to her eye

began to get worse. Defendant Leszynski stated she observed the bruise growing and on

Su-nOay (Ãpril 29, 2012) it appeared that she had discoloring around both eyes and a
brownish look to the lefi side of her face. Defendant Leszynski stated that she had left

defendant Streicher at the residence with the three girls as she often does to run several

errands on Sunday. Defendant Leszynski stated she returned and found defendant

Streicher upset, státing that HJK had defecated on herself and he did not want to "deal

with it". Defendant Lelzynski stated she took HJK into the shower, took off her clothes,

and used the shower nozzle to clean the feces from her body. Defendant Leszynski stated

she did not observe any other bruising or injuries to HJK's body other than the bruising on

her head and an existing injury to Haley's finger'

Defendant Leszynski was questioned about the injury to the finger. Defendant Leszynski

stated HJK had gone to run errands with Defendant Streicher sometíme the previous week

and had returneã with a small circular bandage on her finger. Leszynski stated when she

asked Streicher what had happened, Streicher advised she had fallen in an aisle and cut

her finger. She indicated that defendant Streicher stated the store had provided the

bandagã. Defendant Leszynski stated the bandage did not stop the bleeding so she

constrùcted a "homemade bandage" by cutting a piece of a sock and bandaging it to HJK's

finger. Defendant Leszynski was asked if she had sought treatment for the finger,

pafticularly because the wound appeared so serious. Defendant Leszynski stated she did

not seek ány medical attention or advice for the wound to HJK's finger. Leszynski stated

she was concerned that she would be accused of child abuse or neglect if the injuries to

HJK were repofted.
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Defendant Leszynski stated that on Monday (April 30, 2012) HJK's eye was worse and
that HJK was rolling around in bed. Defendant Leszynski stated that on Monday night
(April 30, 2012, through May 1 , 2012) that she heard HJK yell out in pain and yell, "No."

Defendant Leszynski stated that she came out of the bedroom and saw her boyfriend,
defendant Justin Streicher, in front of the bed which HJK was laying on "doing something
she could not see." Defendant Leszynski stated that defendant Streicher then got up and
went into the bedroom. Defendant Leszynski stated that she saw blood coming from
HJK's eye and wiped it off. Defendant Leszynski stated that HJK was "moaning" and was
in and out of consciousness. Defendant Leszynski stated that she then left HJK where
HJK was located and went to bed (in her room which was in a separate room from HJK).

ln response to questions from officers of the West Bend Police Department, defendant
Leszynski stated that she did not call for help and did not go to the doctor for any of HJK's
injuries because she had been accused of child abuse/neglect in the past. She indicated
that these past accusations have resulted in her children being taken away.

Defendant Leszynski stated that she woke up Tuesday morning and was told by defendant
Streicher that HJK was dead. Defendant Leszynski stated that she and defendant
Streicher called defendant Streicher's mom to come and get their other two children and
that they then went out to purchase cigarettes.

Defendant Leszynski admitted that after Ms. Streicher picked up her other two children,
that she called Dr. Mangold's office to see if they would phone in prescriptions for her of
Xanax and suboxone.

Druqs at Residence

Your complainant further bases his information upon his review of the written statement of
Daniel Loberger, a citizen-witness whom your complainant believes is truthful and reliable,
which statement was obtained by City of West Bend Police Detective Timothy McCarthy
on May 3,2012. ln this statement, Mr. Loberger indicates that he has known defendant
Streicher for the past six years and he has known Leann Leszynski for the past four years.

Mr. Loberger indicated that defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher took custody of
defendant Leszynski's three children in February 2012. Mr. Loberger indicates that since
that time he has been at the residence of defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher on
Barton Ave. several times a day and every day until March 30,2012, when he became
incarcerated. Mr. Loberger indicated that he would go to the apartment of defendant
Leszynski and defendant Streicher every day to buy Adderall or suboxone from defendant
Streicher. Mr. Loberger indicates that defendant Streicher is heavy into drugs and
frequently abuses drugs such as Xanax, suboxone, Adderall, Ambien, opiates, heroin,
marijuana, and cocaine. Mr. Loberger indicates that defendant Leszynski is also addicted
to drugs but not as heavy as defendant Streicher. Mr. Loberger indicates that he is aware
that defendant Streicher gets double prescriptions of Adderall and Xanax. Mr. Loberger
stated that defendant Streicher pays for everything in cash so that nothing can be tracked.
Mr. Loberger indicated that defendant Streicher will sell his pills for money. Mr. Loberger
stated that he has been to defendant Streicher and defendant Leszynski's apartment on at

Leann L Leszynski
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least three occasions from March 5,2012, through March 30, 2012, when he observed
defendant Streicher blow marijuana into the mouth of HJK and tell her to inhale. Mr.

Loberger stated that defendant Streicher said he did this to make HJK go to sleep. Mr.

Loberger stated that all defendant Streicher and defendant Leszynski wanted to do was
sleep so they would do anything to make the kids sleep.

Mr. Loberger stated that he started seeing bruising on the children, mainly HJK and her
twin sister, after the second week that they were with defendant Leszynski and defendant
Streicher. Mr. Loberger stated that he observed defendant Streicher on occasion freak out
and drag the kids to the bedroom closet. Mr, Loberger stated that defendant Streicher
would put the kids in the closet and block the door with a dresser. Mr. Loberger stated that
the kids would be kept in the closet for extended periods of time until the kids would be
quiet. Mr. Loberger stated that the children were disciplined like this for stupid stuff like
wetting their pants, being loud, and fighting. Mr. Loberger stated that it would sometimes
take a long time for the kids to settle down when they were in the closet because they
were afraid of the dark.

Mr. Loberger further stated that on or around March 15, 2012, he observed bruising on

HJK's face. Mr. Loberger stated that HJK had two black eyes as well as bruising on her

arms and shin. Mr. Loberger stated that defendant Streicher and defendant Leszynski told
him that the bruising on the shin was because HJK tripped on the treadmill. Mr. Loberger
stated that defendant Streicher also stated that HJK had the black eyes because she
would bang her head on the doorknob while she was trying to get out of the closet, Mr.

Loberger stated that defendant Streicher would laugh about not being able to take HJK

outside because of the bruising on her face. Mr. Loberger stated the last time he saw HJK
was on March 30,2012. Mr, Loberger stated that at that time the bruises on HJK's face
were purple but there was no swelling to the eyes.

Your complainant further bases his information upon his review of the official police report
prepared by City of West Bend Police Officer Bryan Goehring who indicates that on May 1,

2012, at approximately 11:15 a.m. he was assigned to assist with the death investigation
at 2113 Barton Ave. #11, City of West Bend, Washington County, Wisconsin. Officer

Goehring indicates that pursuant to his investigation, he searched the apartment at 2113
Barton Ave. (belonging to defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher). Officer Goehring

indicates that while searching the bedroom of the apartment he located numerous empty
prescription bottles that were collected and later placed into evidence. Officer Goehring
indicates that he located and collected numerous items of intravenous drug paraphernalia

which consisted of a syringe, a pill bottle containing a clear liquid, a cotton filter material

which later tested, using a special opiate field test, and in doing so he received a positive

reaction for the presence of oxycodone, a Schedule ll narcotic.

Officer Goehring indicates that inside of the apartment he also located packaging material
consistent with heroin packaging (specifically tin foil bindles). Officer Goehring indicates
that he located and collected numerous empty prescription suboxone packages, which
Officer Goehring indicates he knows by his training and experience is a drug used by

opiate addicts for withdrawal symptoms.
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Officer Goehring indicates that inside of the apartment he also located the following items:
a glass marijuana smoking device (pipe) located and collected in the bedroom closet which
contained a white in color crystallized rock type material which Officer Goehring indicates
he tested using a field test and received a positive result for cocaine. Officer Goehring
indicates that he also located, inside the apartment, a plastic bag which contained trace
amount of a green vegetable substance, which Officer Goehring indicates he tested a

sample of and which resulted in a positive test result for tetrahydrocannabinols (THC)
which is the active chemical ingredient in marijuana. Officer Goehring indicates that he

also located inside the residence, eight paper tubes, which appeared to be used to snort or
inhale drugs through nasal passages. Officer Goehring indicates that he also observed
several plastic bags with white powder residue which were located and collected along
with three cigarette cellophane wrappers with a white powder residue.

Officer Goehring jndicates that he also located an Altoids container which contained a

green in color alprazolam prescription pill which was identified using the Drugs.com pill

identifier which he has used in the past and found to be reliable. Officer Goehring
indicates that he also located and cotlected on the floor of the bedroom of the residence
one-half of a green alprazolam prescription pill and a corner tie of a plastic bag which
Officer Goehring indicates he knows based upon his training and experience is consistent
with the packaging of illegal drugs for use in distribution. Officer Goehring indicates that
he also located two unopened suboxone prescription dose units which were located and
collected on the bedroom dresser of the apartment.

Officer Goehring indicates that he also located several other pill containers containing
various pills which were prescribed to defendant Leszynski.

Your complainant is further aware that Officer Goehring brought the syringe that was
collected from the bedroom of the residence of Defendants Streicher and Leszynski, to the
Wisconsin State Crime Lab for analysis; and further that the syringe, when tested by the
Wisconsin State Crime Lab, indicated a positive result for Heroin, a Schedule I controlled
substance.

Based on the foregoing, the complainant believes this complaint to be true and correct.

Subscribed and sworn to before me,
and approved for filing on:

This 1Oth day of May, 2012

(AssistantXDeputy) District Attorney

MDBlmzlf
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State of Wisconsin

STATE OF WISCONSIN

-VS-

Leann L Leszvnski
2113 Bafton Ave #1 1

West Bend, Wl 53090
DOB: 0410211987
Sex/Race: FAN

Justin J Streicher
2113 Barton Ave #11
West Bend, Wl 53090
DOB: 0911011987
Sex/Race: MA/t/

Circuit Court

Plaintiff,

Timothy Dehring, of the West Bend Police Department, being first duly sworn, states that:

Assigned DA/ADA' Mark D. Bensen
Agency Case No.: 12-14278W8PD

Court Case No.:

Count 1: CHILD NEGLECT RESULTING lN DEATH - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME

(As to defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or between April 1 ,2012, and May 1,2012, in the City of

West Bend, Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, being a person

responsible for the wãfare of a cñild, through their failure to act, did intentionally contribute

to the neglect of a child, resulting in the death of the child, contrary to sec. 948.21(1Xd)'
g3g.SO(3Xd), g3g.O5 Wis. Stats.,ã Class D Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not

more thaÀ One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000), or imprisoned not more than

twenty five (25) years, or both.

Count 2: MAINTAINING A DRUG TRAFFICKING PLACE - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A

CRIME (As to defendants Leann L,Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or between February 1, 2012, and May 1 , 2012, in the

City of West Bend, Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did maintain a

owêtting which is used for délivering controlled substances in violation of chapter 961 Wis.

stats.,iontrary to sec. 961.42(1), ÓSg.SO(3Xi), 939.05 Wis. stats,, a class I Felony, and

upon convictión may be fined.not more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or

imprisoned not more than three (3) years and six (6) months, or both'

No.: 2012WA001274

Washington CountY

Court Case No.:

Defendants Criminal Com
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Count 3: POSSESSION OF NARCOTIC DRUGS - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME (As

to defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or about May 1 , 2012, in the City of West Bend,

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess heroin, a

Scheduie lor Schedule ll narcotic substance, contrary to sec.961'41(39)(am)'
g3g.SO(3Xi), 939.05 Wis, Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not

more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years

and six (6) months, or both.

Count 4: POSSESSION OF NARCOTIC DRUGS - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME (As

to defendants Leann L Leszynski.and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or about May 1 , 2012, in the City of West Bend,

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess oxycodone, a

Schedule I or Schedule ll narcotic substance, contrary to sec. 961'41(39)(am)'
g3g.SO(3Xi), g3g.05 Wis. Stats., a Class I Felony, and upon conviction may be fined not

more than ien Thousand Dollars ($1O,OOO), or imprisoned not more than three (3) years

and six (6) months, or both.

count 5: POSSESSION OF COCATNE - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A CRIME (As to
defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or about May 1 , 2012, in the City of West Bend'

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess a controlled

substanie, cocainé, contrary to sec. 961.41(3gXc), 961.41(3gXc), 939.05 Wis. Stats', a

Misdemeanor, and upon conviction may be fined not more than Five Thousand Dollars

($S,000¡, and may be imprisoned for not more than one (1) year in the county jail.

Count 6: POSSESSION OF TETRAHYDROCANNABINOLS (THC) - PTAC, AS A
pARTY TO A CRIME (As to defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or about May 1 , 2012, in the City of West Bend,

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess a controlled

substanie, Tetrahydrocannabinols (THC), contrary to sec. 961.41(3gXe), 961.41(39)_(e)'
g3g.05 Wis. Stats., a Misdemeanor, and upon conviction may be fined not more than One

Thousand Dollars ($1,000¡, or imprisoned for not more than six (6) months, or both'

COUNT 7: POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A
CRIME (As to defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or about May 1,2012, in the City of West Bend,

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess with primary

intent to use, papér tubes to inhale a controlled substance, contrary to sec' 961'573(1)'

961.b73(1), gig.05 Wis. Stats., a Misdemeanor, and upon conviction may be fined not
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more than Five Hundred Dollars ($5OO¡, or impr¡soned for not more than thirty (30) days' or

both.

Gount 8: POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA - PTAC, AS A PARTY TO A
CRIME (As to defendants Leann L Leszynski and Justin J Streicher)

The above-named defendants on or about May 1 , 2012, in the City of West Bend,

Washington County, Wisconsin, as a party to a crime, did knowingly possess with primary

intent to use, a gláss pipe to inhale a controlled substance, contrary to sec. 961.573(1)'

961.573(1), 939.-05 Wis.'Stats., a Misdemeanor, and upon conviction may be fined not

more than Five Hundred Dollars ($5OO¡, or imprisoned for not more than thirty (30) days' or

both.

PROBABLE CAUSE:
Complainant prays that said defendant be dealt with according to law. The basis for the

.orplrinrnt's chãrge of such offense is he is a Lieutenant with the City of West Bend
police Department ãnd bases his information upon his review of the official police reports

prepared by officers of the City of West Bend Police Department, his own personal

i<nowleOge, his review of. his owñ police reports in this matter, his review of statement of

various ó¡tizen witnesses, and his review of statements and reports prepared by the

Washington County Medical Examiner and the Waukesha County Medical Examiner.

Oriqjn of lnvestiqation

Your complainant is aware that on O5lO1t12, at approximately 09:23 â'ffi', Angela

Mangold, ifre Off¡ce Manager for Dr. Michael Mangold's Clinic (located in West Bend,

Wiscãnsin), who is a citizén witness whom your complainant believes is truthful and

reliable, contacted the West Bend Police Department to report receiving a phone call from

patient Leann Leszynski (one of the above named defendants) in which she made

statements about her child, (HJK, dob 11n108) being "unresponsive".

According to the official police report prepared by City of West Bend Police Officer Steven

Seitz on-May 1,2012, he met with Erin Colella, a medical assistant at the office of Dr.

Mangold, who is a citizen-witness whom your complainant believes is truthful and reliable

who-indicated that earlier on May 1,2012, at approximately 9:08 a.m. she received a

telephone call from a female from telephone number with last three digits '616'" Ms'

Colella indicated that the caller sounded like she was or had been crying and that the

caller identified herself as Leann Leszynski (one of the above-named defendants)' Ms.

Colella stated that defendant Leszynski stated that she had an appointment at 10:30 a.m.

and was not going to be able to make it in. Ms. Colella stated that defendant Leszynski

then askeO it tney could call in her medication. Ms. Cotella stated that she told defendant
Leszynski that they could not call in a controlled substance and she asked defendant

Leszynski why she could not make her appointment. Ms. Colella stated that defendant

Leszynski reþtieO hysterically that her daughter had died. Ms. Colella stated that

defeñdant Leszynski stated to her, "l woke up this morning and went in by her and she

must have stoþped breathing or something; Haley [HJK, dob 11nl08l is dead; my
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daughter is dead." Ms. Colella stated that she asked defendant Leszynski if she was okay

and if she was driving. Ms. Colella stated that defendant Leszynski replied, "Yes'" Ms'

Colella stated that shð told defendant Leszynski that she should not be driving under such

circumstances. Ms. Colella stated that defendant Leszynski then asked her again if there

was any way to call in her medication. Ms. Colella stated that she told defendant

LeszynsÎi tnát sne would put her on hold and would ask. Ms. Colella stated that she went

back to Angela Mangold, who is the office manager, and told her what was going on, and

that Ms. Mãngold finished the conversation with defendant Leszynski.

Officer Seitz indicates that pursuant to his investigation of this matter, he spoke with

Angeta Mangold, a citizen-witness whom your complainant believes is truthful and reliable,

who stated that in the morning of May 1, 2012, Ms. Colella came back by her and stated

that,,Haley" [HJK, dob I 1t7t}ïl is dead, Ms. Mangold stated that Ms. Colella told her that

defendani Lèszynski was on the phone. Ms. Mangold stated that she told Ms. Colella that

she would take the call and stated that she spoke to defendant Leszynski. Ms. Mangold

stated that she asked defendant Leszynski what happened. Ms. Mangold stated that she

asked defendant Leszynski if she was at Children's Hospital and that defendant Leszynski

responded that she was at home. Ms. Mangold stated that she asked defendant

Leszynski what happened, when it happened, and if she dialed 911. Ms. Mangold stated

that defendant Leszynski responded that she found her (meaning HJK) this morning in her

bed and she was gone. Ms. Mangold stated that she asked defendant Leszynski when

was the last time .ñe saw HJK, doel HJK sleep alone, and are the paramedics there. Ms'

Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski responded that her phone was going to die and

that ãhe had to hurry. Ms. Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski stated that she tucked

HJK in at 8:00 p.m. or 8:30 p.m. the preceding night (April 30,2012) and that HJK sleeps

alone and was fine. Ms.. Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski stated that the

paramedics had been there since 8:30 a.m. and are waiting for the "mourners" who want to

see her. Ms. Mangold stated that she asked defendant Leszynski if HJK was there, what

about the other girls and asked what they could do. Ms. Mangold stated that defendant

Leszynski respoñded by crying and stated that her phone was dying and that she had an

appointment. Ms. Mangolð siated that she asked defendant Leszynski where HJK was

and that the phone then disconnected.

Ms. Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski then called back again and defendant

Leszynskistated that she needed her medicine. Ms. Mangold stated that she asked where

HJK was and if HJK was with her. Ms. Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski

responded by stating that "they" took her and that she did not know where. Ms' Mangold

stated that defendañt Leszynéfi indicated that she needed to talk to the cops and they

want to do an autopsy and that she has to change her appointment and has to call the

schools. Ms. Mangolå stated that she told defendant Leszynski that she has a lot to do

and that they can netp ner and she asked her what they can do. Ms. I/langold stated that

defendant Lãszynski again asked if they could call in her medicine. Ms. Mangold stated

that she told defendani Leszynski that this was not permissible and that she wanted to

know that the girls were okay. Ms. Mangold stated that defendant Leszynski then stated

that she had to go and that her phone was going to die'
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Officers on Scene

According to the official pol¡ce report prepared by City of West Bend Police Officer Michael

Ribble oñ V"y 1, 2012, at approximately 9:23 a.m. Officer Ribble was dispatched to 2113

Barton Ave. #11
unresponsive ch
Dispatch receive
that prior to Ms.
any other source
by West Bend Police DisPatch.

Officer Ribble indicates that after numerous attempts to make contact at the apartment to

gain entry to the locked lobby, including attempting to summon the complex's manager,

Officer Ribble made telephone contact w¡th defendant Leszynski and requested she meet

w1h him. Defendant Lesiynski agreed to meet Officer Ribble at front door of the complex'

Upon identifying defendant Leszynski, Officer Ribble asked her about the telephone call to

D;. Mangolá's 
-off¡.". 

Officer niuole indicates that defendant Leszynski acknowledged

making tñe call. Defendant Leszynski did not volunteer any additional information' Officer

Ribblt indicates that he asked defendant Leszynski if she found her daughter

unresponsive and she said she had. officer Ribble asked defendant Leszynski if her

daughter was ative and defendant Leszynski shook her head and stated "no"' Officer

Ribùe indicated that defendant Leszynski stated that her other children, (EAK, dob

11t11106; and LGK, dob 11tgloï), had been taken by "someone" out of the apartment so

they "wouldn't have to see this".

Officer Ribble indicates that he was allowed into the apartment by defendant Leszynski

where he located Leszynski's live in boyfriend, Justin Streicher (one of the above named

defendants) in the apãrtment's bedroom. Officer Ribble indicates he observed a full size

mattress [íng on the floor in the apartment's living room and observed a green bath towel

covering á.imall shape" on the mattress, Olficer Ribble indicates that he was advised by

defendãnt Leszynski tnrt tn" shape was her daughter. Officer Ribble stated that defendant

Leszynski advised him that a clock had fallen on her daughter's head and injured her as

sne lã¡O on the couch next to the bed in the living room. Defendant Leszynski pointed out

an object on top of the kitchen cupboard as the "clock" that had fallen on her daughter.

Defen'dant Leszynski told Officer Ribble she found her daughter "as she was now" this

morning.

Officer Ribble indicated that he lifted the towel and observed a young female child (later

identified as HJK (dob 11-7-Og)) with a bruised face and fluid coming out of her mouth.

Officer Ribble statèd the child's face was discolored and did not exhibit any !!gns of life'

Based on Officer Ribble's assessment, he did not administer any lifesaving efforts 9n lhe
child and immediately established the apartment as a crime scene. Officer Ribble

removed defendant Lászynski and defendant Streicher from the apartment and maintained

custody of the scene at the apartment's threshold while monitoring defendant Leszynski

and defendant Streicher in the hallway'
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your complainant is further aware that defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher spoke

briefly witir City of West Bend Police Detectives McCarthy and Grinwa.ld in the hallway of
the apartment complex and identified themselves and the three children who lived with

themasEAK(dobì1t11t06),LGK(dob 1117tOï) andHJK(dob1117l08). Bothdefe!{Tt
Leszynski and defendant Slreicher identified the deceased child as HJK (dob 1117108).

Defendant Streicher advised Detective Grinwald the other children, EAK and LGK, were

"ok" and had been picked up by his mother, Dawn Streicher earlier in the morning.

your complainant further bases his information on his review of the official police report

prepared 
'by 

City of West Bend Police Officer Russell Petranech who indicates that on

fUay t , 20i2, át approximately 9:51 a.m. he was assisting in the above-described

invéstigation and transported defendant Leszynski to the West Bend Police Department.

Officei petranech indicates that after their arrival at the West Bend Police Department

defendant Leszynski stated without prompting or questioning, "This is all like a bad dream,

I can't believe this. lt fell and hit her in the head. I should have done something about it

two days ago. Then there was the mark. I knew I should have called a doctor. I should

have done something."

your complainant further bases his information on his review of the official police report

prepared by City of West Bend Police Officer Brett Bergquist who assisted in the

invèstigation anð transported defendant Streicher to the West Bend police department.
prior tõ removing defendant Streicher from the apartment's hallway, defendant Streicher

advised Officer Bergquist that he woke at 6:00am and went to the kitchen to "make

chocolate milk" for tie girls as he does every morning. Defendant Streicher stated he

"checked on Haley" and found she was cold to the touch and had no pulse' Defendant

Streicher stated he waited "over half an hour" to tell Leszynski as he was "in shock".

Defendant Streicher stated after telling defendant Leszynski he called his mother, Dawn

Streicher, who came to the apartment and took EJK and LGK'

your complainant is further aware that it was later determined by West Bend Detective

McCarthy and confirmed by West Bend Detective Grinwald via receipts and surveillance

video that defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher after Dawn Streicher took EJK

and LGK, they went to Hart Mobil (located in West Bend) to purchase cigarettes at 9:01

a.m. Hart Mobil's video showed defendant Streicher's vehicle leaving the parking lot at

9:08 a.m.

your complainant further bases his information upon his review of the official police report

prepared 
'by 

City of West Bend Police Detective Brian McAndrews who indicates that on

iVl"V f ,2012, aiapproximately 10:10 a.m. he was dispatched to2113 Barto.n Ave. #11 to

assist in the investigation of HJK. Detective McAndrews indicates that he examined the

HJK and found that-she was obviously deceased with what appeared to be trauma to her

head and face. Detective McAndrews indicates that HJK was cold to the touch and he felt

the presence of rigor mortis in her extremities. Detective McAndrews indicates that HJK

appeared to havj significant bruising present in the left side of her face/left eye and

ind'ications of livor .o-rtis on the left side of her face. Detective McAndrews indicates that

the child had what appeared to be blood draining from the area of her left ear and had
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bruising on her left shoutder. Detective McAndrews indicates that Washington County
Medical Examiners Kari Marquardt and Brian Koch responded to the residence, and at

11:27 a.m. Medical Examiner Brian Koch pronounced HJK deceased.

Detective McAndrews indicates that the child had what appeared to be something similar

to fingertip impression bruises on her right forearm and the chitd had what appeared to be

a hañdmade ctoth bandage on her left pinky. Detective McAndrews indicates that HJK

had an open sore on her left upper leg.

Detective McAndrews indicates that there was a couch located next to the mattress in the

living room and there appeared to be dried blood stains on the back cushion located on the

side of the couch by the mattress and there appeared to be blood in other locations in the

residence.

Your complainant is further aware Medical Examiners Bob Posont, Kari Marquardt, and

Brian Koch conducted a preliminary examination of HJK's body. Medical Examiner Posont

stated he betieved based on his examination that HJK had sustained substantial injuries to

her head. Posont stated HJK also had injuries on her arms and legs and had numerous

separate points of injury on her face and head, Your complainant is aware that HJK's

body was transported to the Waukesha County Medical Examiner's Office for autopsy.

Statements of Other Witnesses

Your complainant is further aware that City of West Bend Detective Lloyd made contact

with Dawn Streicher, a citizen witness whom your complainant believes is truthful and

reliable, at her residence in West Bend, and Ms. Streicher confirmed she had custody of
EJK and LGK and that they were ok. Ms. Streicher advised Detective Lloyd that defendant
Leszynski is the girlfriend of her son, defendant Streicher, and that defendant Leszynski

contacted her via telephone at 7:30 a.m. (on May 1 , 2012) and said that HJK was

unresponsive and that defendant Leszynski needed Ms. Streicher to come to the

apartment to get the other two girls so that they didn't have to see this. Ms. Streicher said

that she told ðefendant Streicher that she would get there as soon as she could and she

estimated that it was approximately 8:30 a.m. when she arrived at the apartment complex

and was met in the parking lot by defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher and the

two other children - EAK and LGK. Ms. Streicher indicated that EAK told her "my sister

died", and Ms. Streicher gave EAK a hug. Ms. Streicher indicate that she loaded up the

two children, car seats and a bag of laundry and left. Ms. Streicher indicated that she did

not question how HJK died and somewhat assumed it was from a brain tumor that she

suffered the previous year. Ms. Streicher indicated that she did not go into the apartment

and did not see HJK. Ms. Streicher indicated to Detective Lloyd that defendant Leszynski

told her that she called the police and that they would call her sometime after lunch after

arrangements were made. Ms. Streicher also indicated that approximately one week prior

to the interview with Det Lloyd that defendant Leszynski told her that a picture had fallen

from the wall and hit HJK and that defendant Leszynski had put ice on it and HJK seemed
fine. Your complainant is aware that Detective Lloyd assisted the Human Service
Department with taking custody of EAK and LGK.
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Complainant further bases his information upon his rev¡ew of the official police report

prepåred by City of West Bend Police Officer Brett Bergquist who indicates that on May 1,

2OiZ, he met w¡tn ru¡cnolas pingel, a citizen-witness whom your complainant believes is

truthful and relíable, who indicãted that he is friends with defendant Streicher and

defendant Leszynski and that he had occasion to be at their apartment at 2113 Barton

Ave. on several occasions in the past. Mr. Pingel stated the last time that he was at the

residence was Saturday, April 28', 2012, at approximately 12:00 noon. Mr. Pingel stated

that he went over to defendant Streicher's apartment to ask for a cigarette and he stated

they went out to the hallway and smoked. Mr. Pingel stated that defendant Streicher said

he was going to take a nâp. Mr. Pingel stated that this is not unusual for defendant

Streicher to take a nap in the middle of the afternoon as this is when the girls sleep. Mr.

pingel stated that he was in the apartment and the twins (HJK and her twin sister) were

n"p-ping where they usually sleep, one on the couch and one on the bed in the living room.

N¡r. ninget stated that the one on the couch (HJK) had a big bruise on her face.

Mr. pingel also indicated that he believed that on the preceding Monday (April 23,2012)
he wenl over to defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher's apartment in order to buy

some marijuana. Mr. pingel staied that defendant Streicher told him that he was watching

the kids (iñcluding HJK) wh¡le defendant Leszynski was at an appointment. Mr' Pingel

stated that defenãant dtreicher then said, "Look what happened to [HJK]." Mr' Pingel

stated that he then walked over by the couch where HJK was laying and looked at her

face. Mr. pingel stated that she was sleeping and had a big bruise on the side of her face.

Mr. pingel staied that defendant Streicher told him that it was caused by a mirror or picture

that felioff the wall and hit her in the face. Mr. Pingel stated that the child's whole head

was one big bruise. Mr. Pingel stated that he told defendant Streicher that he should get

that checkãd out because hé knew that she had brain surgery in the past' Mr. Pingel

stated that defendant Streicher stated that it was just a bruise. Mr. Pingel stated that he

had seen bruises on the child before but this time her whole face was bruised. Mr. Pingel

stated that defendant Streicher told him that he would talk to him again later but he did not

come over. Mr. pingel stated that he tried getting a hold of defendant Streicher during the

week but defendant-Streicher always had an excuse not to get together. Mr. Pingel stated

that he then saw defendant Streicher again on Saturday (April 28,2012). Mr. Pingel stated

that he recalled that the bruise was on the child's left side. Mr. Pingel stated that

defendant Streicher also told him not to mention anything about the bruise on HJK to

anyone or they would get the kids taken away'

lnjuries to HJK

Your complainant is further aware that on M
by Dr, Lynda Biedrzycki, a forensic pathol
Examiner, who contracts with the Washin
perform autopsies when needed, and
McAndrews.
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Complainant further bases his information upon his review of a preliminary report prepared

Dr. diedrzycki with regard to the autopsy of HJK which indicated that HJK had blunt head

and neck injuries (including multiple contusions and abrasions to HJK's head, neck and

face, a subárachnoid hemolrhage, and a slight bilateral subdural hemorrhage); an injury to

HJK;s left fifth finger which showed exposure of muscle and tendon and was a subacute

injury; multiple abiasions and contusions to HJK's body; and further, that HJK had positive

cúftures in various parts of her body for Streptococcus Group A infection.

your complainant is further aware that Dr. Biedrzycki, in a follow up report, indicated that

multiple autopsy culture sites were positive for Group A Streptococcus which were located

in HiK's blood, spleen, right lung, left eye, left middle ear, left forearm and brain. Dr.

Biedrzycki indicated that hêr preliminary review, based upon the current information was

as follows:

o That HJK had an injury to the left fifth finger which caused a poñal of entry for

Group A Streptococcus.

. That the Group A Streptococcus caused a necrotizing infection (also referred to as

a "flesh eating" infection) to the finger which spread to the left forearm causing

necrotizing faJciitis. Dr. Biedrzycki indicates that this infection presented a swelling,

discoloration and blistering to the left forearm. Further, the cultures for the left

forearm of HJK were positive for a Group A Streptococcus.

. That the Group A Streptococcus also caused infection to the left facial area of HJK

resulting in swelling, d.iscoloration, blistering of the face and exudate in HJK's left

eye and ear.

o That the Group A Streptococcus caused a generalized infection in HJK, resulting in
positive cultures from the brain, lung, spleen, and blood.

o That the facial abrasion and / or eye are of HJK could be a portal of introduction of

Group A Streptococcus from the infected finger.

Dr. Biedrzycki further concluded that the Group A Streptococcus infection related to the

necrotic injury to HJK's left fifth finger was a substantial factor in the death of HJK. Dr'

BiedrzyckiÎurther indicated that the original appearance of HJK's left finger injury has been

aftered by the tissue destruction associated with the Group A Streptococcus infection.

Your complainant is further aware from information provided by Dr. Biedrzycki that Group

A Streptococcus is a serious medical condition which, if untreated, can be fatal.

Additional Statements of Defendant Streicher

Your complainant is further aware that for several hours on May 1, 2012, that defendant

Streicher provided numerous statements to various members of the City of West Bend
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police Department, which statements your complainant believes are truthful and reliable as

they are statements aga¡nst defendant Streicher's penal interest.

Detectives McAndrews and McCarthy interviewed Justin Streicher at the West Bend police

department. Defendant Streicher was advised of his rights, which he waived and agreed

to provide a statement. When questioned about the injuries to HJK's head, defendant
Sträicher provided several different versions of injuries to HJK. When Detectives asked

defendant Streicher about the cut on HJK's pinky finger, Streicher stated he did not know

how HJK got the cut. Defendant Streicher stated to detectives that on Monday night (April

30,2012) he heard HJK call out "mommy!" and found her lying face down in the middle of

the living room. Defendant Streicher advised detectives that HJK was alive at that time

and he helped her back to bed. Defendant Streicher advised detectives he found HJK

deceased when he awoke Tuesday morning.

Defendant Streicher further stated he cares for the children (HJK, EAK and LGK) when

defendant Leszynski leaves the apartment, which she does on a regular basis. Defendant

Streicher stated he often prepares food and bottles for the girls; that the girls call him
"daddy"; and that he has participated in their discipline during the past two months that

they have been at the apartment. Defendant Streicher told Detective McCarthy that he

knew HJK's condition was worsening over the preceding weekend and believed they

should have sought medical attention, but acknowledged they had not because defendant

Leszynski did not want to be accused of child abuse'

In the interview, Defendant Streicher admitted to illegal drug use and stated he had used

heroin on the preceding Friday (April 27, 2012) and that night was out on a heroin
"bender." Defendant Stieicher admitted to locking HJK and defendant Leszynski's other

two children in a closet with handcuffs in the past. Defendant Streicher indicated that
defendant Leszynski told him that a picture fell on HJK on Friday/Saturday (April 27 - April

28, 2012) but he never saw it and had some doubt about the picture falling and hitting

HJK. Defendant Streicher stated that the bruise was only three days old and was getting

worse. Defendant Streicher stated that there was something wrong with HJK over the

weekend and that she was "slowing down." Defendant Streicher stated that HJK had

problems walking to the point they put a diaper on her and he said that the bruise was

getting worse anð that there was blood coming from her eye and the eye was closing.

Defendant Streicher further stated that on May 1 , 2012, at approximately 6:00 a.m' he

found HJK dead and cleaned her up. Defendant Streicher admitted the blood on his pants

was HJK's blood. Defendant Streicher stated that he waited until 7:00 a.m. to have

defendant Leszynski check on HJK. Defendant Streicher admitted to going to a gas

station with defendant Leszynski and leaving HJK's dead body at the residence.

Additional Statements of Defendant Leszynski

Your complainant is further aware that for several hours on May 1, 2012, thal defendant

Leszynski provided numerous statements to various members of the City of West Bend
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police Department, which statements your complainant believes are truthful and reliable as

they are statements against defendant Leszynski's penal interest.

Defendant Leszynski indicated that in February 2012, she took custody of her three

children (HJK, EÂK, and LGK). Defendant Leszynski stated approximately two years prior

her children were taken away from her after she took her daughter LGK to the doctor for

bruises and scratches.

Defendant Leszynski indicated that, with regard to injuries to HJK, that a "dolphin picture"

fell off the wall of the residence and struck HJK on the left side of her face late Friday

nighyearly Saturday morning (April 2Tt\pril 28, 2012). Defendant Leszynski stated that

thére "wai ¡ust a róO mark,; no blood. Defendant Leszynski stated that she put an ice

pack on it ånd sat up for 20 minutes because she knew sometimes with head injuries

þeople "go to sleep and don't wake up." Defendant Leszynski stated that on Saturday

tnpi¡l ZA, ZOl2) there was a little bruise on HJK and HJK said her leg hurt. Defendant

Leszynski stated that she put a diaper on HJK because HJK was having trouble walking to

the bathroom. Defendant Leszynski stated that HJK was "normally" potty trained'

Defendant Leszynski stated that on Sunday (April 29,2012) the bruise to HJK was worse

and one of HJK's eyes was "closed shut."

Defendant Leszynski stated that throughout the weekend that Haley's injury to her eye

began to get woise. Defendant Leszynski stated she observed the bruise growing and on

SuñOay (Ãpril 29, 2012) it appeared that she had discoloring around both eyes and a

brownish look to the lefi side of her face. Defendant Leszynski stated that she had left

defendant Streicher at the residence with the three girls as she often does to run several

errands on Sunday. Defendant Leszynski stated she returned and found defendant

Streicher upset, státing that HJK had defecated on herself and he did not want to "deal

w1h it". Defendant Lelzynski stated she took HJK into the shower, took off her clothes,

and used the shower nozzle to clean the feces from her body. Defendant Leszynski stated

she did not observe any other bruising or injuries to HJK's body other than the bruising on

her head and an existing injury to Haley's finger.

Defendant Leszynski was questioned about the injury to the finger. Defendant Leszynski

stated HJK had gone to run errands with Defendant Streicher sometime the previous week

and had returneð with a small circular bandage on her finger. Leszynski stated when she

asked Streicher what had happened, Streicher advised she had fallen in an aisle and cut

her finger. She indicated that defendant Streicher stated the store had provided the

bandagê. Defendant Leszynski stated the bandage did not stop the bleeding so she

constrùcted a "homemade bandage" by cutting a piece of a sock and bandaging it to HJK's

finger. Defendant Leszynski was asked if she had sought treatment for the finger,

paiicularly because the wound appeared so serious. Defendant Leszynski stated she did

not seek ány medical attention or advice for the wound to HJK's finger. Leszynski stated

she was concerned that she would be accused of child abuse or neglect if the injuries to

HJK were reported.
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Defendant Leszynski stated that on Monday (April 30,2012) HJK's eye was worse and

that HJK was rolling around in bed. Defendant Leszynski stated that on Monday night
(April 30, 2012, through May 1 , 2012) that she heard HJK yell out in pain and yell, "No."

Defendant Leszynski stated that she came out of the bedroom and saw her boyfriend,
defendant Justin Streicher, in front of the bed which HJK was laying on "doing something

she could not see." Defendant Leszynski stated that defendant Streicher then got up and

went into the bedroom. Defendant Leszynski stated that she saw blood coming from

HJK's eye and wiped it off. Defendant Leszynski stated that HJK was "moaning" and was
in and out of consciousness. Defendant Leszynski stated that she then left HJK where

HJK was located and went to bed (in her room which was in a separate room from HJK).

ln response to questions from officers of the West Bend Police Department, defendant
Leszynski stated that she did not call for help and did not go to the doctor for any of HJK's

injuries because she had been accused of child abuse/neglect in the past. She indicated

that these past accusations have resulted in her children being taken away.

Defendant Leszynski stated that she woke up Tuesday morning and was told by defendant
Streicher that HJK was dead. Defendant Leszynski stated that she and defendant
Streicher called defendant Streicher's mom to come and get their other two children and

that they then went out to purchase cigarettes.

Defendant Leszynski admitted that after Ms. Streicher picked up her other two children,
that she called Dr. Mangold's office to see if they would phone in prescriptions for her of
Xanax and suboxone.

Druqs at Residence

Your complainant further bases his information upon his review of the written statement of
Daniel Loberger, a citizen-witness whom your complainant believes is truthful and reliable,

which statement was obtained by City of West Bend Police Detective Timothy McCarthy

on May 9,2012. ln this statement, Mr. Loberger indicates that he has known defendant
Streicher for the past six years and he has known Leann Leszynski for the past four years.

Mr. Loberger indicated that defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher took custody of
defendant Leszynski's three children in February 2012. Mr. Loberger indicates that since

that time he has been at the residence of defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher on

Barton Ave. several times a day and every day until March 30,2012, when he became

incarcerated. Mr. Loberger indicated that he would go to the apartment of defendant
Leszynski and defendant Streicher every day to buy Adderall or suboxone from defendant
Streiðher. Mr. Loberger indicates that defendant Streicher is heavy into drugs and

frequently abuses drugs such as Xanax, suboxone, Adderall, Ambien, opiates, heroin,

mai¡uana, and cocaine. Mr. Loberger indicates that defendant Leszynski is also addicted
to drugs but not as heavy as defendant Streicher. Mr. Loberger indicates that he is aware

that dófendant Streicher gets double prescriptions of Adderall and Xanax. Mr. Loberger
stated that defendant Streicher pays for everything in cash so that nothing can be tracked.
Mr. Loberger indicated that defendant Streicher will sell his pills for money. Mr. Loberger

stated that he has been to defendant Streicher and defendant Leszynski's apartment on at
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least three occasions from March 5, 2012, through March 30,2012, when he observed

defendant Streicher blow marijuana into the mouth of HJK and tell her to inhale. Mr.

Loberger stated that defendant Streicher said he did this to make HJK go to sleep. Mr'

Loberler stated that all defendant Streicher and defendant Leszynski wanted to do was

sleep so they would do anything to make the kids sleep.

Mr. Loberger stated that he started seeing bruising on the children, mainly HJK and her

twin sister, after the second week that they were with defendant Leszynski and defendant

Streicher. Mr. Loberger stated that he observed defendant Streicher on occasion freak out

and drag the kids to tne bedroom closet. Mr. Loberger stated that defendant Streicher

would pùt tn" kids in the closet and block the door with a dresser. Mr. Loberger stated that

the kid's would be kept in the closet for extended periods of time until the kids would be

quiet. Mr. Loberger stated that the children were disciplined like this.for stupid stuff like

wetting their panté, being loud, and fighting. Mr. Loberger stated that it would sometimes

take J long tìme for thJ kids to settle down when they were in the closet because they

were afraid of the dark.

Mr. Loberger further stated that on or around March 15, 2012, he observed bruising on

HJK's face. Mr. Loberger stated that HJK had two black eyes as well as bruising on her

arms and shin. Mr. Loberger stated that defendant Streicher and defendant Leszynski told

him that the bruising on thê shin was because HJK tripped on the treadmill. Mr. Loberger

stated that defendãnt Streicher also stated that HJK had the black eyes because she

would bang her head on the doorknob while she was trying to get out of the closet. Mr'

Loberger s-tated that defendant Streicher would laugh about not being able to take HJK

outside because of the bruising on her face, Mr. Loberger stated the last time he saw HJK

was on March 30,2012. Mr. Loberger stated that at that time the bruises on HJK's face

were purple but there was no swelling to the eyes.

your complainant further bases his information upon his review of the official police report

prepared by City of West Bend Police Officer Bryan Goehring who indicates that on May 1,

2oiz, at afproiimately 11'.1s a.m. he was assigned to assist with the death investigation

at 2'113 Barton Ave. #11, City of West Bend, Washington County, Wisconsin' Officer

Goehring indicates that pursuant to his investigation, he searched the apartment a|2113
Barton Ñe. (belonging to defendant Leszynski and defendant Streicher). Officer Goehring

indicates that while sèarching the bedroom of the apartment he located numerous empty

prescription botfles that were collected and later placed into evidence. Officer Goehring

indicates that he located and collected numerous items of intravenous drug paraphernalia

which consisted of a syringe, a pill bottle containing a clear liquid, a cotton filter material

which later tested, using a special opiate field test, and in doing so he received a positive

reaction for the presence of oxycodone, a Schedule ll narcotic.

Officer Goehring indicates that inside of the apartment he also located packaging material

consistent with heroin packaging (specifically tin foil bindles). Officer Goehring indicates

that he located and collected numerous empty prescription suboxone packages, which

Officer Goehring indicates he knows by his training and experience is a drug used by

opiate addicts for withdrawal symptoms.
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Officer Goehring indicates that inside of the apartment he also located the following items:

a glass marijuaña smoking device (pipe) located and collected in the bedroom closet which

contained a white in coloi crystallized rock type material which Officer Goehring indicates

he tested using a field test and received a positive result for cocaine. Officer Goehring

indicates that ñe also located, inside the apartment, a plastic bag which contained trace

amount of a green vegetable substance, which Officer Goehring indicates he tested a

sample of anã which resulted in a positive test result for tetrahydrocannabinols (THC)

which is the active chemical ingredient in marijuana. Officer Goehring indicates that he

also located inside the residence, eight paper tubes, which appeared to be used to snort or

inhale drugs through nasal passagés. Officer Goehring indicates that he also observed

several plãstic bagl with white powder residue which were located and collected along

with three cigarette cellophane wrappers with a white powder residue'

Officer Goehring indicates that he also located an Altoids container which contained a
green in color ãlprazolam prescription pill which was identified using the Drugs.com pill

identifier which he has used in the past and found to be reliable. Officer Goehring

indicates that he also located and collected on the floor of the bedroom of the residence

one-half of a green alprazolam prescription pill and a corner tie of a plastic bag which

Officer Goehriñg indicates he knows based upon his training and experience is consistent

with the packagìng of illegal drugs for use in distribution. Officer Goehring indicates that

he also located tuio unopãned suboxone prescription dose units which were located and

collected on the bedroom dresser of the apartment'

Officer Goehring indicates that he also located several other pill containers containing

various pills which were prescribed to defendant Leszynski'

your complainant is further aware that Officer Goehring brought the syringe that was

collected from the bedroom of the residence of Defendants Streicher and Leszynski, to the

Wisconsin State Crime Lab for analysis; and further that the syringe, when tested by the

Wisconsin State Crime Lab, indicated a positive result for Heroin, a Schedule I controlled

substance.

Based on the foregoing, the complainant believes this complaint to be true and correct'

Subscribed and sworn to before me,
and approved for filing on:

This 1Oth day of May, 2012

(AssistantXDeputy) District Attorney

MDB|mzlf
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